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	Solutions
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Empower your remote teamsBuild a unified, collaborative e-learning environment across your global teams. 
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Keep training up to dateStreamline content creation for centralized and up-to-date training. 
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Improve knowledge retentionAddress diverse learning needs with engaging and interactive e-learning. 
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Meet high training demandsLeverage your employees' expertise to swiftly fulfill training needs. 






	Features





All Features  
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EasyAITransform the way you create e-learning courses with the power of AI. 
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Auto-translationTranslate your courses to and from 75 languages in one easy click.
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Text to speechTransform text into high-quality audio for on-the-go learning.
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AccessibilityAllow every learner to interact with your content with accessible features.
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CollaborationInvite an unlimited number of co-authors to collaborate with in real time or review your work.
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PowerPoint importConvert your PowerPoint presentations into interactive e-learning courses easily.
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Video editorShare knowledge faster with built-in video recording and editing. 
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SCORM and xAPIDownload your courses to other platforms with SCORM 1.2 and 2004 and xAPI. 






	Pricing
	Resources
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Knowledge hubDiscover insights from e-learning experts in our extensive resource library.
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Course templatesBrowse our library of free templates to give your project a head start. 
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Help centerAll the answers to your questions about using Easygenerator.
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Customer storiesLearn how other companies have benefited from Easygenerator. 
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Employee-generated Learning bookExplore EGL from A to Z with the official book, including a key chapter you can download.
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Be among the first to explore the official book on Employee-generated Learning. Get your free chapter
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All-in-one course creation tool for enterprises 


Say goodbye to the ever-growing L&D backlog. Our intuitive platform empowers your L&D team and employees to capture, share, and preserve your company's collective knowledge. 
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No credit card required









 
Used and trusted by 2000+ companies worldwide 
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Learn how to use Easygenerator in 2 minutes 


Give your company a faster, more agile way of developing e-learning. 
 Create, localize, and share e-learning courses all in one easy-to-use platform. 
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New Feature

Level up your e-learning creation with EasyAI

From question generation to text simplification, creating e-learning courses just got easier and more effective than ever with the power of EasyAI. Create faster. Improve quality. Boost learning.


Discover EasyAI











One platform for knowledge sharing

Seamlessly integrate Easygenerator within your existing workflow through native and third-party integrations.

All Easygenerator courses are SCORM and xAPI compliant, so you can easily publish them on any LRS, LMS, and LXP.
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Auto translation

E-learning for your global team

Localizing your e-learning has never been easier. In Easygenerator, you can automatically translate your courses to and from 75 languages with the click of a button. 


Discover auto-translation
See all features 










Security & compliance

Secure software you can trust







From creating your account to publishing your course, we’ve designed our product, processes, and systems to protect your data every step of the way. 

Learn More
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ISO27001 certified 
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GDPR compliant  
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Data center based in Frankfurt, Germany 
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End-to-end data encryption  
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Amazon Web Security (AWS) Services  
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OWASP secure development standard  
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Customer support

Award-winning support when you need it

Our team of experts is trained to assist your authors with best-in-class support in 100+ languages. Whether it’s through 24/5 live chat or personal training sessions, we’re on your side so you can create quality courses in no time. 


Help Center











TESTIMONIALS

Check out what our customers say about us



	




	












If we wouldn’t have started with Easygenerator, we wouldn’t be able to produce as much content to train our customers and service providers as we are now. 
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Cecilie Tystad

Training Director Sales & Service, Electrolux












This is the first time I see a solution that can finally answer all my problems. You don't need to be an expert to use it. 
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Frédéric Hebert

Head of Digital Learning, Danone












Easygenerator made things easy. It is easy to drag and drop and to start understanding on your own just by trying things. 
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Marion Moulin

L&D Program Coordinator, Sodexo












The beauty of Easygenerator is the ease with which you can use it. 
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Jenny Allen

Market Access Excellence Director, AstraZeneca












We could easily have spent AU$500,000 on risk-related training in the past few years. Currently, we're on track to spend less than $100,000. 
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Rob Jack

Principal of Risk Culture and Capability, BHP












Everyone is happy because we can tailor the training specifically to our operations and company while also saving money. 
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Federico Bevilacqua

Commander, GlobeAir




















Start sharing your knowledge today 



Book a Demo
Start a free trial
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14 day trial with access to all features. Start with variety of course templates.
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Get unlimited design inspirations. Level up your courses.
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Upload your PowerPoint presentations. Get instant courses created.
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We simplify and accelerate your learning development.
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Newsletter

Be the first one to know about discounts, offers and events
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EU SCC
End User License Agreement (EULA)



All rights reserved. © Easygenerator 2024 




















































































